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FORENSICS 518

Hands On    |    Six Days    |    Laptop Required    |    36 CPEs

FOR518:  Mac Forensic Analysis
Digital forensic investigators have traditionally dealt with Windows machines, but what if 
they find themselves in front of a new Apple Mac or iDevice?  The increasing popularity 
of Apple devices can be seen everywhere, from coffee shops to corporate boardrooms, 
yet most investigators are familiar with Windows-only machines.

“FOR518 has comprehensive in-depth coverage of the course topic,  
and excellent reference materials as a takeaway.” -Jennifer B., indiana State Police

Times and trends change and forensic investigators and analysts need to change 
with them.  The new FOR518: Mac Forensic Analysis course provides the tools and 
techniques necessary to take on any Mac case without hesitation.  The intense hands-
on forensic analysis skills taught in the course will enable Windows-based investigators 
to broaden their analysis capabilities and have the confidence and knowledge to 
comfortably analyze any Mac or iOS system.

F O R E N S I C AT E  D I F F E R E N T L Y !
FOR518: Mac Forensic Analysis will teach you:

  Mac Fundamentals: How to analyze and parse the Hierarchical File System (HFS+) by hand and recognize the 
specific domains of the logical file system and Mac-specific file types.

  User Activity: How to understand and profile users through their data files and preference configurations.

  Advanced Analysis and Correlation: How to determine how a system has been used or compromised by using 
the system and user data files in correlation with system log files.

  Mac Technologies: How to understand and analyze many Mac-specific technologies, including Time Machine, 
Spotlight, iCloud, Versions, FileVault, AirDrop, and FaceTime.

“Pound for pound, dollar for dollar, there is no other forensic training I have seen, from FTK to 
EnCase to anything private, that holds a candle to what was presented in this course.”  

-Kevin J. riPa, comPuter evidence recovery, inc.

FOR518: Mac Forensic Analysis aims to form a well-rounded investigator by introducing 
Mac forensics into a Windows-based forensics world.  This course focuses on topics such 
as the HFS+ file system, Mac specific data files, tracking user activity, system configuration, 
analysis and correlation of Mac logs, Mac applications, and Mac exclusive technologies. 
A computer forensic analyst who successfully completes the course will have the skills 
needed to take on a Mac forensics case.

Who Should Attend 
•  Experienced digital forensic analysts

•  Law enforcement officers, federal agents, and 
detectives

•  Media exploitation analysts

•  Incident response team members

•  Information security professionals

•  SANS FOR408, FOR508, FOR526, FOR610, and 
FOR585 alumni looking to round out their forensic 
skills

You Will Be Able To 
•  Parse the HFS+ file system by hand, using only a 

cheat sheet and a hex editor

•  Determine the importance of each file system 
domain

•  Conduct temporal analysis of a system by correlating 
data files and log analysis

•  Profile an individuals’ usage of the system, including 
how often they used it, what applications they 
frequented, and their personal system preferences

•  Determine remote or local data backups, disk 
images, or other attached devices

•  Find encrypted containers and FileVault volumes, 
understand keychain data, and crack Mac passwords

•  Analyze and understand Mac metadata and their 
importance in the Spotlight database, Time Machine, 
and Extended Attributes

•  Develop a thorough knowledge of the Safari Web 
Browser and Apple Mail applications

•  Identify communication with other users and systems 
through iChat, Messages, FaceTime, Remote Login, 
Screen Sharing, and AirDrop

•  Conduct an intrusion analysis of a Mac for signs of 
compromise or malware infection

•  Acquire and analyze memory from Mac systems

•  Acquire iOS and analyze devices in-depth

digital-forensics.sans.org
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C o u r s e  D a y  D e s c r i p t i o n s

518.1  HANDS ON: Mac Essentials and the HFS+ File System

This section introduces the student to Mac system fundamentals such as acquisition, the Hierarchical 
File System (HFS+), timestamps, and logical file system structure.  Acquisition fundamentals are 
the same with Mac systems, but there are a few Mac-specific tips and tricks that can be used to 
successfully and easily collect Mac systems for analysis.  The building blocks of Mac Forensics start 
with a thorough understanding of the HFS+.  Utilizing a hex editor, the student will learn the basic 
principles of the primary file system implemented on Mac OS X systems.  Students comfortable 
with Windows forensic analysis can easily learn the slight differences on a Mac system: the data are 
the same, only the format differs.
Topics:  Mac Fundamentals; Mac Acquisition; Incident Response; HFS+ File System; Volumes; Mac Basics

518.2  HANDS ON: User Domain File Analysis

The logical Mac file system is made up of four domains; User, Local, System, and Network.  The 
User Domain contains most of the user-related items of forensic interest.  This domain consists 
of user preferences and configurations, e-mail, Internet history, and user-specific application data.  
This section contains a wide array of information that can be used to profile and understand how 
individuals use their computers.
Topics:  User Home Directory; User Account Information; User Data Analysis; Internet & E-mail; Instant Messaging;  

Native Mac Applications

518.3  HANDS ON: System and Local Domain File Analysis

The System and Local Domains contain system-specific information such as application installation, 
system settings and preferences, and system logs.  This section details basic system information, 
GUI preferences, and system application data.  A basic analysis of system logs can give a good 
understanding of how a system was used...or abused.  Timeline analysis tells the story of how the 
system was used. Each entry in a log file has a specific meaning and may be able to tell how the 
user interacted with the computer.  The log entries can be correlated with other data found on the 
system to create an in-depth timeline that can be used to solve cases quickly and efficiently.  Analysis 
tools and techniques will be used to correlate the data and help the student put the story back 
together in a coherent and meaningful way.
Topics:  System Information; System Applications; Log Analysis; Timeline Analysis & Correlation

518.4  HANDS ON: Advanced Analysis Topics

Mac systems implement some technologies that are available only to those with Mac devices.  These include data backup with Time Machine, 
Versions, and iCloud; extensive file metadata with Extended Attributes and Spotlight; and disk encryption with FileVault.  Other advanced topics 
include data hidden in encrypted containers, Mac intrusion and malware analysis, Mac Server, and Mac memory analysis.
Topics:  Extended Attributes; Time Machine; Spotlight; Cracking Passwords & Encrypted Containers; iCloud; Document Versions; Malware & Antivirus; Memory Acquisition & Analysis; Portable OS X 

Artifacts; Mac OS X Server

518.5  HANDS ON: iOS Forensics

From iPods to iPhones to iPads, it seems everyone has at least one of these devices.  Apple iDevices are seen in the hands of millions of people.  
Much of what goes on in our lives is often stored on them. Forensic analysis of these iOS devices can provide an investigator with an incredible 
amount of information.  Data on these iOS devices will be explored to teach the student what key files exist on them and what advanced analysis 
techniques can be used to exploit them for investigations.
Topics:  History of iOS Devices; iOS Acquisition; iOS Analytical Tool Overview; iOS Artifacts Recovered from OS X Systems; iOS File System; iOS Artifacts & Areas of Evidentiary Value;  

Third-Party Applications

518.6  HANDS ON: The Mac Forensics Challenge

Students will put their new Mac forensics skills to the test by completing the following tasks:
• In-Depth HFS+ File System Examination

• File System Timeline Analysis

• Advanced Computer Forensics Methodology

• Mac Memory Analysis

• File System Data Analysis

• Metadata Analysis

• Recovering Key Mac Files

• Volume and Disk Image Analysis

•  Analysis of Mac Technologies including Time Machine, 
Spotlight, and FileVault

• Advanced Log Analysis and Correlation

• iDevice Analysis and iOS Artifacts
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